2020 Legislation

- **SB 785** – Establishing uniform electioneering prohibition area
  - Electioneering prohibition zone is 100 feet
  - This bill applies the 100 ft. prohibition zone to early-voting

- **HB 4593** – Authorizing the assignment of pollworkers to serve more than one precinct under certain circumstances
  - If there is an insufficient amount of pollworkers, workers registered in one precinct may vote in another precinct
  - No more than 3 precincts in the same building/facility may share pollworkers in this manner

2021 Legislation

- **HB 2009** – Relating to limitations on the use of agency shop fees by employers and labor organizations for political activities
  - An employer may not withhold or donate an employee’s wages to a candidate, political committee without written consent from the employee

- **HB 2372** – Allowing pre-candidacy papers to be filed the day after the General election
  - This was a clarification in code
  - Only allows for such papers to be filed within the election cycle of the office next on the ballot

- **HB 2927** – Adding caregiver expenses to definitions and to lawful election campaign expenses
  - Caregiving expenses are defined as direct care, protection, or supervision of a child or person for which a candidate has responsibility for.
  - Only applies to expenses incurred during the candidate’s campaign in an election complex

Recent Updates from 2022 Legislative Session

- **SB 191** – Allowing pollworkers to work half days
  - This is not required, but this is an option
  - All procedures remain the same for appointment and compensation of pollworkers